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Reclamation is one of the most prominent anthropogenic activities affecting tidal flat
morphology and the related ecosystem service. Two representative types of reclamation
are upper-flat enclosure and lower-flat enrockment. From a historical perspective,
different type of reclamation was adapted in different areas in ancient China. As previous
studies on reclamation are often site-specific, the reason that leads to such a difference
is unclear. The intertidal dynamic equilibrium theory (DET) provides a comprehensive
framework for this quest. Here, we extend the DET with additional effects of reclamation.
A model based on DET (DET-ESTMORF) was applied to investigate the impact of
reclamation on tidal flats. The model was validated by comparing our results against
previous records and observations. Results show that both types of reclamation induce
morphological adjustment by enhancing local accretion, which upset the previous
equilibrium. Specifically, upper-flat enclosure drives tidal flats into evolution toward wave
dominance, whereas lower-flat enrockment causes adjustment toward tidal dominance.
Next, the impact of reclamation on tidal flats in different states (prograding or retreating)
was investigated. We show that both enclosure and enrockment can induce accretion
despite the varying wave climate and sediment supply, with the mean accretion rate
raised by 1.8 cm/year and 1.2 cm/year, respectively. However, the resulting profiles are
different in shape, especially on retreating flats. Finally, we point out that tidal range
and sediment supply are the potential reasons affecting the choice of reclamation types
in practices.

Keywords: reclamation, tidal flats, dynamic equilibrium theory, tidal flat equilibrium, morphological response

INTRODUCTION

Coastal wetlands like tidal flats are experiencing great pressure and becoming more vulnerable due
to global climate change, reduced fluvial sediment supply, and intense coastal urbanization (Syvitski
et al., 2009; Kirwan and Megonigal, 2013; Murray et al., 2019). Sea level rise and the growing trend
of wave height are increasing risks of coastal flooding and storm surges (Vitousek et al., 2017;
Young and Ribal, 2019). Construction of dams and reservoirs in river basins over the past 50 years
has dramatically decreased sediment reaching estuaries (over 100 billion metric tons), leading to
massive erosion of coasts worldwide (Syvitski et al., 2005, 2009). While the consequences of these
processes are noticeable on a decadal or centennial scale, direct human activities (e.g., reclamation)
in coastal regions driven by economic development can, within a few years or decades, lead to
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substantial changes in coastal landscapes and shorelines (Tian
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2021). Many countries have reclaimed
coastal wetlands for agriculture, aquaculture, industrial use, and
urban expansion for centuries, including the United Kingdom
(Doody, 2004), the United States (Kennish, 2001), Netherlands
(Hoeksema, 2007), and China (Ma et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014).
Around the globe, this practice has caused 25–50% loss of coastal
wetlands over the last 50–100 years, and the loss continues at
present days, with around 8,000 km2 each year (Pendleton et al.,
2012).

Coastal reclamation refers to the process of creating new
land from seas and coastal wetlands (Nadzir et al., 2014).
Here, we focus on two types of reclamation carried out on
tidal flats: upper-flat enclosure and lower-flat enrockment.
Other types (e.g., artificial islands) are not considered in
this study. Upper-flat enclosure is employed in places where
the elevation is high enough to construct dikes readily (i.e.,
near high waterline), usually on sediment-rich coasts with
large-scale tidal flats (e.g., in Jiangsu, China). Since building
dikes on the upper flat can directly convert tidal flats into
agricultural land, it has been carried out for centuries as
a major way to utilize coastal wetlands. Another method
is lower-flat enrockment, which facilitates sedimentation by
building submerged breakwaters on the lower flat near the
low waterline. This practice is often followed by building
dikes or planting coastal vegetation to stabilize sediment.
It has a long history of practice in the Pearl River Delta
since the Song Dynasty and has accelerated the seaward
progradation of coastline (Xiong et al., 2020). It is noteworthy
that the utilization of the two types of reclamation varied
in different regions in ancient China. Specifically, upper-flat
enclosure was widely conducted in Yangtze River Estuary,
Yellow River Estuary, and the nearby coasts, while lower-
flat enrockment was more common in Pearl River Estuary.
However, the underlying causes that led to different choices of
reclamation are not clear.

Reclamation is bound to influence intertidal morphodynamics
(Chen, 1990; Jiang and Feng, 1991; Wang et al., 2012; Lu
and Jiang, 2013; Wei et al., 2017). Studies have revealed
that reclamation can influence the local tidal dynamics,
including amplitude, asymmetry, and tidal currents (Manda
and Matsuoka, 2006; Lu et al., 2009; Gao et al., 2014;
Lin et al., 2015). Wave actions can be enhanced due to a
reduction in intertidal width (Wang et al., 2012; Zhang et al.,
2021). Besides, it has also been widely reported that profile
shape, bed slope, and sediment grain size can be altered by
reclamation (Wang et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016). However, since
previous studies are mostly site-specific, the pattern identified
in one tidal flat is not necessarily applicable to another.
A systemic comparison between the two different reclamation
practices is lacking. Generic insights regarding the underlying
mechanisms are needed to improve our understanding of
tidal flat evolution under human interventions and predict the
potential effects.

One possible avenue to explore the generic impact of
reclamation is applying the dynamic equilibrium theory
(DET; Friedrichs, 2011). An equilibrium state is typically

described as zero net sediment transport, characterized by
uniform maximum bottom shear stress (Friedrichs and Aubrey,
1996). Building on this, DET reveals that equilibrium profile
shape tends to be convex under tide-dominated conditions
and concave under wave-dominated conditions. However,
this equilibrium concept is rather idealized as tidal flats are
constantly subjected to spatially and temporally changing
forces. This conflict is solved by defining the equilibrium
over annual and longer time scales (Friedrichs, 2011). During
such a period, the actual tidal flat approximates a dynamic
equilibrium in between purely tide-dominated (convex)
and purely wave-dominated (concave) extremes in concert
with varying hydrodynamic conditions (Hu et al., 2018). In
addition, DET further considers other drivers (e.g., external
sediment supply) to systematically explain the morphological
evolution of tidal flats (Friedrichs, 2011; Hu et al., 2015).
However, the impact of reclamation on tidal flat equilibrium is
yet to be explored.

In this study, we apply a model called DET-ESTMORF
(Hu et al., 2015) to investigate the response of tidal flats
to reclamation. We focus on: (1) the response of tidal flat
equilibrium to two types of reclamation, (2) how such response
varies in different states (prograding and retreating), and (3)
the potential causes that lead to different choices of reclamation
in practice. To evaluate our model, we compared the modeling
results with previous researches on different reclamation types.
After validation, we compared the response of tidal flat
equilibrium to upper-flat enclosure and lower-flat enrockment.
Finally, we analyze the impacts of changing wave height (H)
and suspended sediment concentration (SSC) on reclaimed
tidal flats. The results can also reveal how reclaimed tidal
flats respond to environmental changes and their sustainability
under future threats. Overall, this study extends DET and
provides a new perspective on how human activities affect tidal
flat morphology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Model Description
The DET-ESTMORF model is a hybrid-type morphological
model that integrates morphological equilibrium relations
with hydrodynamics and sediment transport (Hu et al.,
2015). In this model, tidal flats in equilibrium are assumed
to have uniform distributions of bed shear stress τE and
sediment concentration cE across the entire profile. If the
actual local shear stress τ is higher than τE, then there is a
tendency of erosion (Figure 1A). It means that it demands
more sediment in order to prevent erosion and stay in
equilibrium. Therefore, the local equilibrium concentration
ce is higher than the average level (i.e., cE). If the actual local
concentration c is lower than ce, erosion occurs (Figure 1B).
The case of sedimentation is similar to that. In summary,
the discrepancy between τ and τE triggers the tendency
of morphological changes, but whether the erosion or
sedimentation will occur or not is ultimately determined by
c and ce.
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FIGURE 1 | The schematization of the DET-ESTMORF model (modified from
Hu et al., 2015) and the two kinds of reclamation. (A) Cross-shore
distributions of the actual bed shear stress τ and the equilibrium shear stress
τE , showing tendencies of morphological changes. (B) Cross-shore
distributions of the actual concentration c and the local equilibrium
concentration ce, the difference between which determines the actual
morphological changes. (C) An illustration exhibiting upper-flat enclosure and
lower-flat enrockment.

Our model considers the impact of both tidal current and wave
motion on tidal flats. To derive the tide-induced bed shear stress
τc, we use the method described in the original DET-ESTMORF:

uc (x, t) = 1V(x,t)
1th(x,t)B (1)

τc = 0.5ρfcu2
c (2)

where uc is the cross-shore tidal current velocity, 1V is the
volume of water passing through an imaginary vertical plane
parallel to the shore within an interval of 1t, x is the cross-flat
coordinate, t is the time, h is the water depth, B is the longshore
unit width of the flat, ρ is the density of water, and f c is the drag
coefficient for currents.

In the wave module, the wave height H at the seaward
boundary is Rayleigh distributed with a constant mean value.
To derive the cross-shore distribution of H, we solve a series of
equations describing the dissipation of wave, rather than using
the SWAN model as did in the previous DET-ESTMORF. The
wave energy E is dissipated due to bed friction, which can be
described by the continuity equation for the wave energy flux
(Christoffersen and Jonsson, 1985):

d
dx
(
Ecg
)
=

d
dx
( 1

8ρgH2cg
)
= −Dw (3)

in which g is the acceleration of gravity, cg is the group velocity
given by the linear wave theory:

cg =
√

g
k tanh(kh)

[
1
2 +

kh
sinh(2kh)

]
(4)

where k is the wave number. The dissipation of wave energy Dw
can be evaluated as (Fredsoe and Deigaard, 1992):

Dw =
2

3π
ρfeU3

δ
(5)

f e is the energy loss factor, Uδ is the wave orbital velocity given
by:

Uδ =
πH

T sinh kh (6)

in which T is the wave period. Besides, wave breaking also plays
an essential role in determining the wave height, especially in
shallow waters. The maximum wave height is related to the local
water depth through a constant γb. Hence,

H = min
(
H, γbh

)
(7)

Then the wave-induced bed shear stress τw can be computed by
Callaghan et al. (2010):

τw =
1
4ρfwU2

δ
(8)

which represents the temporal mean for a particular wave. The
wave friction factor f w is given by Soulsby (1997):

fw = 1.39
(
Aδ/kb

)−0.52 (9)

where the wave orbital semi-excursion at the bed Aδ = Uδ T,
bed roughness kb = 2πd50/12, and d50 is the median grain size
of sediment particles. Thus, the bed shear stress under combined
wave and current action is calculated as (Soulsby, 1995):

τm = τc

[
1+ 1.2

(
τw

τw+τc

)3.2
]

(10)

τmax =
[
(τm + τw |cos θ|)2

+ (τw |sin θ|)2]0.5 (11)

in which θ is the angle between directions of tidal flow and wave
progradation, τm and τmax represent the mean and maximum
value during a wave cycle, respectively. Tidal currents and waves
prograde in the cross-shore direction in our modeling (i.e., θ = 0).

In an equilibrium state, there is an overall balance between
erosion and sedimentation, which can be described as:

me

(
τE
τcr
− 1

)
= cEws (12)

me is the erosion coefficient, τcr is the critical shear stress, and
ws is the settling velocity. Here, cE is the SSC at the seaward
boundary (see Hu et al., 2015), τE is determined by cE in each
simulation via Eq. 12. The local equilibrium concentration ce in
this model is defined as:

ce = cE

(
τ90
τE

)n
(13)

where τ90 is the 90th percentile of combined wave-current shear
tress in a tidal cycle, which is chosen to represent the time-
varying hydrodynamic forcing (i.e., τ in Figure 1A). The spatial
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and temporal distribution of sediment concentration is derived
by solving a diffusion equation:

∂(hc)
∂t = ws (ce − c)+ ∂

∂x
(
Dh ∂c

∂x
)

(14)

with c the sediment concentration by volume (m3/m3) and D
the diffusion coefficient. Then the morphological change can be
determined by:

∂z
∂t =

1
1−pws (c− ce) (15)

where z is the bed elevation, and p is the bed porosity. The
values of parameters and model settings are listed in Table 1 and
Supplementary Table 1. Further descriptions of the model can be
found in Hu et al. (2015).

Simulations of Upper-Flat Enclosure and
Lower-Flat Enrockment
In our model, both types of reclamation are integrated into
the bed level (Figure 1C). For upper-flat enclosure, we raise
the elevation of the upper part to high water level to keep it
unsubmerged. The enclosed area is actually excluded from the
computational domain, reducing the intertidal width. Regarding
lower-flat enrockment, we choose one point near low water
level, raise its elevation and keep it unchanged. However, abrupt
changes in topography usually cause fluctuations that tend to be
amplified after several years of running, eventually resulting in
unrealistic profiles. To avoid that and simplify calculation, we
assume the enrockment only dissipates wave energy but does
not affect tidal currents. This assumption can be justified by
Kuang et al. (2014) and Wen and Liu (2015), which have shown
that the construction of low breakwaters does not significantly
change the surrounding current field. In our model, waves with
large wave height are dampened on reaching the enrockment
owing to the limited water depth, while tidal currents go
through directly as if the enrockment did not exist there. As
the model only considers fundamental processes and the way we
simulate reclamation is highly simplified, our results are more
general and applicable to other tidal flats. Note that the dikes
in figures are not drawn based on actual model settings. The
height and the width are adjusted to make the structure look
natural. Detailed parameters of the reclamation can be found in
Supplementary Table 1.

TABLE 1 | Descriptions and settings for model parameters.

Parameter Description Value Reference

me Erosion coefficient/kg.m−2 s−1 0.00005 Roberts et al. (2000)

τcr Critical shear stress/Pa 0.15 Roberts et al. (2000)

ws Settling velocity/m s−1 0.0002 Maan et al. (2015)

n Power in Equation (13) 2 Wang et al. (2008)

p Bed sediment porosity 0.4 Liu et al. (2011)

fc Drag coefficient for currents 0.002 Roberts et al. (2000)

fe Energy loss factor for wave 0.055 Le Hir et al. (2000)

γb Critical relative wave height for
breaking

0.5 Roberts et al. (2000)

RESULTS

Model Validation
Our model shows that the morphological adjustment after
upper-flat enclosure can be roughly divided into three stages
(Figure 2A). First, there is local accretion near the dike while
the rest part remains more or less unchanged. Then the
accreting tendency continues and gradually extends seawards,
resulting in sedimentation across the entire profile. At this
stage, the upper flat almost reaches equilibrium while the
middle and lower flat continues to experience accretion. The
flat becomes stable around 20 years later, with each part
of the profile elevated by varying degrees. These results
are in line with the morphological adjustments described in
Jiang and Feng (1991) (Figure 2B). It shows the general
variation pattern but does not contain actual data. Hence,
we can only compare the overall shape at each stage
as a qualitative validation for our model. Some detailed
morphological features, such as the concave slope in t1 and
the S-shaped profile in t2, are not fully reproduced by our
model. Despite that, the overall similarity between the observed
and the modeled morphological changes indicates a good
model performance.

As for lower-flat enrockment, we calculated the accretion
rates and compared them with records in previous studies.
We simulated tidal flats in the Pearl River Estuary, where
enrockment has been widely employed. Model settings
were chosen to correspond with the local conditions (see
Supplementary Table 1). It is clear that enrockment causes
additional sedimentation on the lower flat, i.e., the regional
accretion rate is increased (Figure 2C). The degree of increase
varies spatially (Figure 2D), which peaks at a distance of
around 130 m. According to Dong (1982), the vertical
accretion rate experienced an approximate 1–2 times increase
within the first few years after enrockment in Pearl River
Estuary (e.g., from 0.06–0.08 m/year to 0.1–0.15 m/year).
This generally agrees with the modeled results (Figure 2D),
which serves as a quantitative validation of our model.
More importantly, the agreement with previous observation-
based findings also indicates the applicability of DET in
reclaimed tidal flats.

Reclamation-Induced Changes in Tidal
Flat Morphodynamics
After model validation, we modeled the changes of tidal
flat morphology and hydrodynamics with reclamation. The
modeling starts from an equilibrium profile so that the
adjustment is purely caused by reclamation. The enclosure-
induced accretion concentrates on the upper flat and diminishes
seaward, resulting in a much steeper profile (Figure 3A). This
morphological adjustment can be explained by changes in
hydrodynamics in the context of DET. First, the dike directly
reduces the tidal prism and blocks the tidal currents near
high water level, leading to a drop in τc90 (Figure 3C). This
initiates a local imbalance between equilibrium concentration
and actual concentration (i.e., ce and c), which first triggers
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FIGURE 2 | Comparison of model results against previous studies. (A) Simulated tidal flat profiles after enclosure, starting from a convex equilibrium profile.
(B) Distinct stages (t0–t3) in the adjustment of tidal flat after enclosure, modified from Jiang and Feng (1991). (C) Simulated profiles under natural state and after
enrockment. (D) The effect of enrockment in (C) on enhancing accretion rate, computed by (vr-vn)/vn where vn and vr are the vertical accretion rates on natural and
reclaimed tidal flats, respectively. Note that (D) only focuses on the region near the enrockment.

sedimentation near the dike where the impact of enclosure
is the most significant. This regional accretion has two main
consequences. One is a drop in τw90 on the upper flat
due to shallower water depth (Figure 3E), and another is a
further decrease in tidal current (but with a smaller degree)
in response to the steeper profile. These extend the accretion
seawards and cause further morphodynamic adjustment. Twenty
years later, when the flat approaches a new equilibrium,
τc90 and τw90 experience a 23.3% decline and a 21.9%
growth, respectively.

Regarding lower-flat enrockment, rapid accretion is also
observed near the dike at the early stage, while slight erosion
occurs on the upper flat (Figure 3B). Then the accretion
gradually moves landward before the flat finally stabilizes
in a more convex shape. Again, the underlying mechanism
can be described using DET. First, the enrockment largely
attenuates the wave energy exerted on the lower flat, leading
to a significant drop in τw90 (Figure 3F). Since we assume that
the enrockment does not affect tidal current, the decrease
in wave forcing means smaller combined shear stress.
Like the case of enclosure, the weakened hydrodynamic
forcing triggers an imbalance between local ce and c,
which results in regional accretion. As more sediments are
settling on the lower flat, the supply to the upper flat is
marginally reduced, which accounts for the slight erosion
there. Meanwhile, the increased convexity on the lower
flat leads to a growth in τc90 (Figure 3D). This somewhat
compensates for the decrease in τw90 and reduces the
tendency of accretion. After 20 years, the flat approaches a

new equilibrium in which τc90 and τw90 are 28.0% larger and
18.5% smaller, respectively.

Responses of Natural and Reclaimed
Flats to Changing Wave Height and
Sediment Supply
Subsequently, we consider the situations where the natural
evolution of tidal flats and reclamation-induced adjustment
coexist. This is because tidal flats that stay in equilibrium are
rather exceptional, and they tend to be prograding or retreating
depending on the actual environmental conditions. Here, we
change the wave height and SSC to initiate progradation or
retreat on an equilibrium profile (Figure 4A and Supplementary
Table 1). When further considering the two types of reclamation,
we get four different situations (Figures 4B–E). On the
prograding flat in Figure 4B, the enclosure promotes the average
accretion by 68.0%, most of which occurs on the upper flat. This
compensates for the relatively weaker progradation near high
water level on the original natural flat and recreates a convex
profile similar to the initial profile. Likewise, enrockment on
the prograding flat enhances accretion, but the effect is not as
strong as enclosure. In Figure 4C, the mean elevation is only
increased by 36.7%, with much of the accretion concentrated
on the lower flat.

When it comes to retreating flats, both enclosure and
enrockment still maintain their ability to promote accretion,
which mitigates the environment-driven erosion (85.4 and 95.7%
in Figures 4D,E, respectively). Despite their similar overall effect,
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FIGURE 3 | Response of tidal flat morphodynamics to two kinds of reclamation. (A,B) The tidal flat morphological evolution induced by reclamation. (C,D) The
distribution of 90th percentile tide-induced shear stress (τc90). (E,F) The distribution of 90th percentile wave-induced shear stress (τw90). The values in the last four
panels are averaged over a spring-neap cycle (i.e., 14 tidal cycles) to eliminate the effect of varying water levels on hydrodynamics. The panels on the left side are
cases of upper-flat enclosure, whereas those on the right side are for lower-flat enrockment.

the resulting profiles are quite different due to the distribution of
accretion. On a retreating natural flat, more sediment is eroded
from the lower flat, increasing the profile slope (Figure 4A).
This tendency is intensified by enclosure which induces more
sediment deposited on the upper flat than the lower flat, resulting
in a much steeper profile (Figure 4D). By contrast, the retreating
tendency is almost counteracted by enrockment, which traps
more sediment on the lower flat and sustains the original shape
to a large extent (Figure 4E).

Besides the four representative situations, we have also run
multiple cases with wave height and sediment supply changing in
certain ranges to see a bigger picture. As shown in Figure 5A, the
elevation change rate is proportional to SSC and inversely related
to H, meaning that a higher sediment concentration or a smaller
wave height favors progradation (the top left region) while the
opposite situation leads to retreat (the bottom right region).
This correlation does not essentially change when reclamation
is considered. However, the elevation change rates on reclaimed
flats are generally larger than on natural flats under the same
condition, suggesting that reclamation has a universal effect in
promoting accretion. Of all the cases we simulated, the accretion
rate is raised by 1.8 and 1.2 cm/year on average under upper-flat
enclosure and lower-flat enrockment, respectively.

For reclaimed flats with zero net change in elevation
(Figures 5B,C), the mean wave height is larger and the mean
SSC is smaller than that in natural flat (Figure 5A). This
indicates that the reclaimed flat can sustain the elevation under
the environment with stronger wave forcing and less sediment
supply, which agrees with the above conclusion that reclamation
can promote accretion and mitigate erosion. Another point worth
noticing is the change in gradient. The line in Figure 5B has
a larger gradient than that in Figure 5A. This suggests that
enclosed flats demand a higher increase of sediment supply than
natural flats to neutralize the erosive effect of an increase in
wave height. This is better illustrated by how much the mean
elevation changes with wave height under a certain SSC. For
example, when SSC = 0.06 kg m−3, a 1 cm increase in wave
height leads to an average 5.3 cm thick of sediment eroded from
natural flats (Figure 5A), whereas the effect is enhanced to 6.8 cm
after enclosure (Figure 5B). Therefore, the enclosed flats are more
susceptible to the change in wave climate. However, for flats after
enrockment, the opposite is the case. The line in Figure 5C gets
smaller in gradient than in Figure 5A, indicating the change
in wave height has less impact on intertidal morphology. For
the same situation of SSC = 0.06 kg m−3, there is only an
average 2.5 cm erosion in response to wave height increase per
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FIGURE 4 | Tidal flat profiles under various situations. (A) Natural profiles in progradation, equilibrium, and retreat. (B,C) Reclamation on a prograding flat. (D,E)
Reclamation on a retreating flat. The initial equilibrium profile is the same as in Figure 3.

centimeter. Hence, in this case, the flat has become less sensitive
to change in wave height.

DISCUSSION

Impact of Reclamation on Tidal Flat
Equilibrium
Intertidal response to reclamation and the underlying mechanism
have been investigated by analyzing hydrodynamic and
sedimentological processes (Chen, 1990; Jiang and Feng, 1991;
Wang et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016). Here, we provide a new
perspective by using a model embedded with DET. We show that
tidal flat equilibrium is broken by reclamation by weakening the
local tidal or wave forcing. The drop in hydrodynamic forcing
means a lower equilibrium concentration (i.e., it needs less SSC
to stay in equilibrium, see Eq. 13), while the actual concentration
is still at the same level before reclamation. This surplus in
suspended sediment causes accretion (Figure 1B), breaking the
previous balance further. Consequently, the reclamation triggers
a chain reaction of tidal flat morphodynamics, which weakens
the effect of reclamation until reaching a new equilibrium.

The equilibrium state is typically described as tide-dominated,
wave-dominated, or somewhere in between. It is mainly
controlled by hydrodynamic forcing (τc and τw) and reflected by
profile shape (convex or concave). From section “Reclamation-
Induced Changes in Tidal Flat Morphodynamics,” we find that
enclosure reduces tidal forcing while increases wave forcing. In

addition, the reclaimed profile is less convex than before. The
changes in morphology and hydrodynamic forces imply that the
tidal flat is moving toward the direction of wave dominance.
On the contrary, lower-flat enrockment causes morphodynamic
adjustment toward tidal dominance. Note that reclamation only
moves the equilibrium toward either of the two directions. It
does not necessarily mean that tidal flats will become fully wave-
dominated after enclosure or tide-dominated after enrockment.
The tidal flat equilibrium is still primarily determined by the
natural conditions (e.g., the tidal range, wave height, and
sediment supply).

Although this conclusion is drawn by analyzing reclamation
on tidal flats in equilibrium, it also holds for flats that have
not reached a stable equilibrium. For flats with enclosure,
whether they be prograding or retreating, it has been shown
that the change in wave height has a larger impact on the
bed level (see section “Responses of Natural and Reclaimed
Flats to Changing Wave Height and Sediment Supply”). This
increase in susceptibility to wave climate indicates the increasing
significance of wave in determining intertidal morphology. For
flats with enrockment, the reduced sensitivity to wave height
change suggests that tidal current may become more dominant.

The extent to which the equilibrium is changed by
reclamation depends on many factors, including the height
of dikes and the relative location. Lu and Jiang (2013)
reported the impact of sequential reclamation on eastern
Chongming Island, which shows different accretion rates for
different reclamation projects, possibly related to the elevation
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FIGURE 5 | Mean elevation change rate on tidal flats under various conditions. (A) Natural tidal flats. (B) Tidal flats after enclosure. (C) Tidal flats after enrockment.
All simulations start from the same initial equilibrium profile as in Figure 3, and the time span is 20 years. The wave climate and sediment supply are varied to
simulate tidal flats that are not in equilibrium. The wave height ranges from 0.2 to 0.4 m along the X-axis and SSC from 0.02 to 0.10 kg m−3 along the Y-axis. The
color shows how fast the mean elevation changes, with positive and negative values representing progradation and retreat, respectively. The dashed black lines
indicate cases with elevation change rates close to zero.

of enclosure. Vona et al. (2020) pointed out that the sediment
accumulation induced by breakwater is inversely proportional to
its distance to the shoreline.

Impact of Reclamation on Prograding
and Retreating Flats
When tidal flats are not in equilibrium, the natural evolution and
the reclamation-induced adjustment are coupled together. On
prograding flats, the enclosure accelerates the natural accretion,
which has been established in previous studies at different sites
(Chen, 1990; Lu and Jiang, 2013; Li et al., 2016). In this case,
upper-flat enclosure is desirable because it brings land resources
while maintaining the sustainability of tidal flats. However, when
the environment favors retreat (e.g., decreasing sediment supply),
it is not sustainable to enclose tidal flats. Although the enclosure
can cause accretion to a certain extent, the resulting profile is
much steeper and slightly concave (see Figure 4D). This change
has been observed in Yang et al. (2011). They compared the
profiles on the eastern Chongming Island in the Yangtze River
Estuary between 2006 and 2010. They found accretion on the
upper flat and erosion on the lower flat, which is ascribable to
the sequential reclamation (Lu and Jiang, 2013) and a decline
in sediment load (Yang et al., 2011; Dai and Liu, 2013; Dai
et al., 2016). Additionally, the enclosure directly reduces intertidal
width, which cannot be offset by expanding the tidal flat seawards
due to the erosion-favored environment. The narrower tidal flat
is less effective in mitigating coastal erosion and storm impacts
(van Loon-Steensma et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2021). Moreover,
the dikes and the steepened profiles block the inland migration
of vegetation, reducing the capability of coastal ecosystems in
adapting to rising sea levels (Torio and Chmura, 2013).

As lower-flat enrockment enhances accretion by dampening
wave energy, the degree of the impact depends on the dominance
of wave forcing relative to other environmental factors in shaping
intertidal morphology. For example, on prograding flats in
which wave is less dominant than tidal forcing or sediment
supply, the impact of enrockment is less significant. However,

on retreating flats, the enrockment can markedly reduce wave
erosion and weaken the retreating tendency. Therefore, this
method can be applied to protect coasts and restore tidal flats
(acting as breakwaters). Kirby (2000) conceptualized a method
called tidal flat regeneration, which involves simultaneous placing
breakwaters offshore and nourishing the tidal flats to create a new
convex equilibrium shape. This approach is proved to be viable,
according to our results (Figures 4, 5).

Upper-Flat Enclosure or Lower-Flat
Enrockment
In the very early stage of reclamation when tidal flats remain
largely unexploited, the most convenient and effective way to
reclaim is to build dikes on the upper flat. On coasts with
wide tidal flats, upper-flat enclosure is the most widely used
approach. As the scale of reclamation expands, tidal flats need
to prograde fast enough to ensure space for new enclosures.
When the tidal flat is relatively small or no more upper flat
is available, reclamation is deployed on middle and even lower
flats. However, the low elevation, frequent inundation, and soft
surface sediment induce considerable difficulties for enclosure.
Therefore, lower-flat enrockment is employed to increase the bed
level (Chen et al., 2000).

The intertidal width is mainly dependent on the local
environmental conditions. Observations have suggested that
tidal flats become wider and more convex-up with increased
tidal range (Kirby, 2000; Bearman et al., 2010), which means
larger upper-flat area. Numerical models have revealed a positive
correlation between the width and sediment supply as well
(Roberts et al., 2000; Hu et al., 2015). These two factors can
account for the large-scale tidal flat in Jiangsu, China. The
tidal range there is around 3.9–5.5 m on average, and the
coasts receive abundant sediment supply from nearby regions
(Wang et al., 2012). This accretion-favored environment creates
expansive land for enclosure. In addition, our results have shown
that enclosure on prograding flats can enhance accretion, which
in turn provides more land available for new enclosures. As
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a result of natural progradation and reclamation, the current
coastline in northern Jiangsu is 50 km away from the Fangong
dike, which was once constructed near the mean high tide level
(Chen et al., 2000).

Contrastingly, the Pearl River Estuary is characterized by
small tidal ranges (1.0–1.7 m on average, Mao et al., 2004). In
addition, the tidal flats receive relatively less sediment supply
from the river. Under such conditions, tidal flats are just several
kilometers wide and prograde at a low pace. Initially, reclamation
was carried out on the upper flat. As the population grew
due to several waves of human migration over history, people
began exploring and developing techniques to utilize the lower
flat to tackle land shortage (Chen et al., 2000; Xiong et al.,
2020). Consequently, the region transitioned from reclamation
on the existing upper flat to the newly formed lower flat
(Chen et al., 2000). Hence, the local sediment supply and
tidal range are the potential causes leading to the choice of
reclamation practice.

Besides, these factors are also closely related to the
reclamation-induced impacts on tidal flat ecosystems. Our results
have pointed out that wave climate and sediment supply will
influence the overall impact of reclamation (at least in terms of
morphology). Thus, projection of future environmental changes
is needed to evaluate the long-term impact of reclamation.
For example, if sediment supply is continuously decreasing
(which is the case on many coasts nowadays, Syvitski et al.,
2005; Murray et al., 2019), the impact of enclosure that was
previously advantageous for progradation will be weakened and
even become damaging to the sustainability of tidal flats.

CONCLUSION

In this study, the response of tidal flat equilibrium to
reclamation is investigated using DET-ESTMORF. Reclamation
affects intertidal morphology by first reducing the bed shear
stress from either waves or tidal currents. This breaks the
initial local balance between erosion and sedimentation and
leads to a change in tidal flat equilibrium. Specifically, upper-
flat enclosure drives tidal flats into evolution toward wave
dominance, whereas lower-flat enrockment causes adjustments
toward tidal dominance.

Furthermore, we showed that both enclosure and enrockment
induce accretion to a certain extent despite the varying wave
climate and sediment supply, with the accretion rate raised by
1.8 and 1.2 cm/year on average in our results. The discrepancy
mainly lies with the profile shape, especially on retreating flats.
By steepening the profile and reducing the width, upper-flat
enclosure increases the vulnerability of tidal flats to coastal
erosion and climate change. In contrast, lower-flat enrockment
can reduce wave erosion and help sustain the profile under
the retreat-favored environment, which is beneficial for the
sustainability of tidal flats.

We also identified potential factors that may account for
the different choices of reclamation practice. By affecting the
intertidal width and progradation rate, tidal range and sediment
supply are the underlying causes that determine the reclamation

type in a region. In addition, the impact of reclamation is also
profoundly affected by environmental factors. This warrants
consideration of future environmental changes in devising
reclamation schemes and estimating the benefits and risks.

This study extends DET with the consideration of reclamation.
It provides a new perspective to understand the general pattern
underlying the variety of tidal flat adjustment, highlighting the
universality of DET in predicting intertidal morphodynamics. It
is noted that our results only describe the general evolution of
tidal flats driven by a limited number of physical processes. The
impact of reclamation is much more complex since many factors
influence the intertidal morphodynamics in different spatial
and temporal scales (e.g., hydrodynamic conditions, biological
processes, and reclamation area). However, our results may
inspire more studies on reclamation from different aspects and
the new application of DET.
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